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Presentation: Robots in virtual  domestic scenarios
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gt.2012.11.02.489.00  Purpose  New kinds of robotic-empowered living facilities must provide ser-
vices to cover sensory, communications, and power requirements of the robotic devices operat-
ing inside. Ideally these robots can operate smartly in unstructured indoor environments1. An 
effective robotics tool to assist user needs must behave flexibly, safely, and perform task effec-
tively. Semiautonomous or direct control modes are required under user supervision2. Interfaces 
and interaction mechanisms must be designed to provide intuitive and natural cooperative con-
trol schemes to assist efficiently in complex ADLs. When transferring from research environ-
ments towards domestic applications, issues such as usability, affordance, mutual adaptation, 
and task learning must be taken into account.  Method  Part of the ongoing work for the 
ASIBOT-robotics platform is focused on improving the interfaces and the modes of interaction 
between the robot and the users3. However, as changes are introduced in the interaction, quanti-
fying the change in performance is mandatory, or the specific implementation may not be rele-
vant.  Our main efforts were directed to the quick setup and user validation in the first stages of 
design, gathering user feedback directly by interviews after some brief demonstrations and user 
testing when available.  Results & Discussion  We will discuss a specific kitchen-related scenario 
selected for our experimental evaluation focused on ‘grasp-a-can task’ performance effect of 
some assistive developed modules over a ASIBOT platform. 
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Figure 1.  The experimental setup, as seen by the participants; Red indicates cur-
rent target; Timer shown in the top left corner; end-effector camera view in the top 
right corner 
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